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The
Metonymic
Structure of
Pushkins's
"Little
Tragedies"
World literature has few parallels to the stupendou
s burst of Push
kinian creative geniu known as the "Baldino autum
n" of 1830. In
the span of a mere three months (beginning of Septe
mber to the end
of November) Pushkin completed, according to
his own testimony
(letter to Pletnev dated 9.12.1830): the last two
chapters of Evgenij
Onegin ('Eugene Onegin'), Domik v Kolom
ne ('Little House in
Kolomna'), Povesti Belkina ('Tales of Belkin'),
about thirty smaller
poems (many of lasting significance), and
the so-called "Malen'kie
tragedii" ('Little Tragedies'). 1 The latter,
a set of four short plays
Skupoj rycar' ('The Miserly Knight'),
Mocart i Sal'eri ('Mozart and
alieri'), Kamennyj gost' ('The Stone Guest'),
and Pir vo vremja
_
cumy ('The Feast During the Plague')-w
as written in the incredibly
brief span of two weeks, 23 October to
November 1830. With the
exception of The Feast During the Plagu
e, which was apparently
tarted and finished during that fortnight
in Baldino, Pushkin prob
ably conceived the play four years earli
er during hi stay in Mixaj
lovskoe. This conception of 1826 beco
mes reified seriatim on 23
October, 26 October, and 4 Novemb
er, respectively; Feast appears in
completed form on 8 November. Alth
ough it is reasonably clear that
Pushkin himself thought of the four
plays as forming a unity of sorts
(Makogonenko 1974: 161-62)-a
series if not a cycle-they were
never published together during
his lifetime. Indeed, the very name
under which they are now know
n, "Little Tragedies," has come
down to us more by an accident
of publication history than by
_ n. An illus
authonal desig
trated title page in Pushkin's own hand has

1
Unless designated otherwise, all
translations are from Kayden I 1965 line
numbers of the English do not
);
always correspond exactly to those of the orig
inal.
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urvived (cf. Gorodeckij 1953: facing 264), with the most prominent
space being occupied by the designation "Dramaticeskie sceny''
('Dramatic Scenes') and the date 1830, below which there appear
some holographic sketches relating to the content of the plays. In
what seem to be subsequent additions reflecting some vacillation as
to the most appropriate title for the set, the right side of the page
contains (in a smaller but clearly Pu hkinian hand) three further des
ignations: "Dramaticeskie ocerki" ('Dramatic Sketches'), "Dramati
ceskie izucenija" ('Dramatic Studies'), and "Opyt dramaticeskix
izucenij" ('Attempt at Dramatic Studie '). It was to the original title
"Dramaticeskie sceny," however, that Pushkin reverted in 1831
when drawing up plans for a four-volume edition of his works which
was never actually printed (Makogonenko 1974: 162). What pre
vailed over time nonetheless was the designation mentioned as a dis
junctive second choice in Pushkin's aforementioned letter to Pletnev
(PSS 1941: 133):
I wrote in Baldino as I haven't written in a long time. Here is
what I brought with me. ... Several dramatic scenes or little
tragedie , to wit: The Miserly Knight, Mozart and Salieri, The
Feast During the Plague, and D. /uan.2

It is a curious (but not uncharacteristic) fact of Pushkin scholar
ship that nowhere in the vast secondary literature on the "Little
Tragedies" does one find a discussion of their publication history as
a group. To be ure, there is no dearth of information about the dates
and place of fir t publication of the four plays severally; but
nothing, for in tance, that would inform us of the first time that they
were published together, either as part of a larger edition of Push
kin's works or just the four eparately. This curiosity i mirrored by
the hi tory of their production on the stage (cf. Durylin 1951,
Fel'dman 1975). For no easily di cernible reason, technical or other
wi e, it appears that the four plays have never been staged in one
major production, although varying combinat10n of two or three out
of four have achieved ome prominence in the annals of Ru sian the
atrical history (cf. Fel'dman 1975: 212-26). These two omisswn or
_
lacunae-in Pushkin scholar hip and in the history of the "Little
Tragedies" on the Russian cage-are trikingly convergent. They
_
point up a significant fact in the cholarly and theatncal
Rezeptwnse kol'ko
2 "Ja v Boldine pisal, kak davno uze ne p1sal. Vot, cto ja pnvez . . .
;
_
dramattceskix seen ih malen'kix tragediJ, 1menno: Skupo1 rycar, Mocart 1
Sal'eri, P1r vo vrem;a

cumy 1 D.

Zuan."

